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Guide to the instructions
This set of step-by-step instructions will enable  
you to start the build of your 1:8-scale Willys MB 
Jeep®, trailer, and anti-tank gun. The only tool 
you will need is a screwdriver. Most of the steps 
involve simply screwing or fitting parts together, 
and the correct screws needed for each step  
are clearly labelled on the instructional images. 

Please note the following:
•  Where left and right elements of the same part 

are supplied, these are listed as (L) and (R).
•  Close-up details of steps are framed in yellow.
•  You will not be using every part you receive  

in your shipment in that build section. Keep  
any parts that are not used aside for use  
in a later sequence.

•  You will receive extra screws with each shipment 
in case any screws are lost or broken.

•  Screws with codes ending in the letter M drive 
into metal; those ending in the letter P drive  
into plastic.

•  With M screws, first drive the screw in half-way. 
Then unscrew it to release the shavings created 
as the screw cuts its thread. Finally, drive  
the screw fully into the socket. M screws should 
be tightened so the head makes firm contact 
with the fixing surface. 

•  With P screws, do not over-tighten them as they 
can damage the socket.

•  When working with the pre-finished exterior 
surfaces of the model, work on a soft cloth. This 
will protect against scratching the paintwork.

•  When plugging wires in, ensure the power  
is switched off.

•  Tweezers can be used to fit the PVC cables.  
In this case, grip carefully around 5mm from  
the end of the cable. If the end of the cable  
is too narrow to fit on to the pin, cautiously insert 
a cocktail stick, being wary not to split the cable.

•  Some smaller plastic parts are attached  
to sprues. You can remove these by hand,  
or by careful use of a cutting implement such  
as a scalpel.

•  Check your online editorial magazine  
for additional tips on the build sequences.
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Step-by-step #01

1A  Grill panel
1B  Headlight 

lenses
1C  Headlight 

cups
1D  Left 

headlight 
bracket (L)

1E  Right 
headlight 
bracket (R)

1F  Blackout 
headlight 
cups 

1G  Blackout  
lenses 

1H  Blackout 
covers

1I  Left 
blackout 
bracket (L)

1J  Right 
blackout 
bracket (R)

1K  Grill bracket

DM -  7 screws 
(1.7x4mm)

AP -  5 screws 
(1.7x3mm)

PARTS LIST

1A

1J (R) 1I (L)

1K

1F

1C

1C1C

1B

1B1B

1F1F

1G1G

1H1H

1D 1D 

AP screwAP screw

AP screwAP screw

1E 1E 

Screwdriver

1H

1G

1D  
(left, marked “L”)

1E  
(right, marked “R”)

A B

C

D

Assembly completedAssembly completed

x2

1I1I
1J1J 1K1K

1A1A

E Right headlightRight headlightLeft headlightLeft headlight

LeftLeft
blackout  blackout  
headlight headlight 

DM screwDM screw

DM screwDM screw

DM screwDM screw

DM screwDM screw

DM screwDM screw

RightRight
blackout blackout 
headlight headlight 

Fit the lenses into the cups. 
The lines on the lenses 
should be vertical
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4 Step-by-step #02

2A  Hood
2B  Windshield 

support (L)
2C  Windshield 

support pads
2D  Retractor bases A
2E  Retractor rods
2F  Retractor bases B
2G  Retractors
2H  Windshield 

support (R)

CP -  5 screws  
(1.7x4mm)

EM -  10 screws 
(1.5x3mm)

PARTS LIST

2A

2G

2D

2F

2B/2H2B/2H2C2C

2E2E

2D2D

2A2A

2C

2E

2H (R) 2B (L)

A B

C

D E

2H2H 2B2B

EM screwEM screw

EM screwEM screw

Assembly completedAssembly completed

Assembly completedAssembly completed

2A2A
2D2D

2G2G

2F2F

Repeat on other side Repeat on other side

x2

x2

CP screwCP screw
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